Customer Case Study:

Aerospace & Defense

Enhanced Usability and Earned Value Reporting with Deltek Acumen
In 2014, the enterprise software for operating systems across the desktops of a large Aerospace & Defense company
was being upgraded from XP to Windows 7. While the upgrade was beneficial from a company-wide technology
perspective, it effectively made the company’s current Schedule Risk Assessment and Analysis tool – Primavera Risk
Analytics (PRA / formerly known as Pertmaster) – obsolete. Team leaders were faced with a decision to either upgrade
their current software or look at something brand new.

“What we found is that Acumen Risk fusing with Acumen Fuse
was the best way for us to move forward and deliver high-quality
reports. That has been really, really vital for us because we have a
lot of very large schedules.”
— A Functional Manager for Program Planning, Control and EVM
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“It was a seamless transition to go from PRA/Pertmaster to Acumen. You had just a little bit of having to
learning the tool, but once we got up on it, it was pretty clean.”
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